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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Good Morning, Before we get started, I want to warn you that it might be helpful to go to these slides on your own device. We’ll be showing you a bunch of data and visualizations that might be easier to see up close.I’m Pat Lienemann, this is Luwis Andradi, and we work with Nat Gustafson-Sundell and Evan Rusch who stayed back home this week.We’re from Minnesota State University at Mankato, the largest university in the Minnesota State system, which is not the same as the University of Minnesota system, and we’re the second largest academic library in Minnesota. The collection was developed primarily for undergraduate education, but as the university has added more and more graduate school programs and aspirations, the library has needed to evolve. We focus on collection analysis because the library’s base collection budget has not been increased in over 8 years, so we need to be as smart and strategic as possible as we manage the collection to engage our university’s scholarly needs.



See the Video Introduction: https://link.mnsu.edu/85g 2
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See Nat’s recorded video introduction: https://link.mnsu.edu/85g



Minnesota State University, Mankato
Library Services Collection Management Technology Lab
(A Sub-Group of the Journals Review Committee)

Luwis A.R.R. Andradi, CMT GA
Nat Gustafson-Sundell, Collections Librarian
Pat Lienemann, ER Access & Discovery Librarian
Jeff Rosamond, Technical Services Technician
Evan Rusch, Gov Docs & Instruction Librarian
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Before we start talking about how we’ve automated data visualization for collection analysis, we thought it would be a good idea to provide some background.We are a small team which originated because a couple of librarians shared a mutual interest in collection analysis. We started this project using just scraps of time in otherwise busy schedules. We now think of ourselves as a lab, in the sense that we work together to generate and pursue research initiatives, and we have some dedicated support, primarily from a GA and a Technician, although the three librarians in the lab still have many higher priority responsibilities that come before our collection analysis work. (click)
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We’ve presented previously at ER&L, and at other conferences, on various aspects of our collection management technology projects.We’ve talked about our work in terms of the purposes served, and how we have developed specific standardized reports for each of these supported areas. (click) 
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So, for example, we’ve presented on how the core function of collection analysis supports (1) collection outreach, such as liaison services, (click) 
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(2) collection evaluation, such as accreditation and program review, (click)
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and, of course, (3) collection assessment, including collection development and weeding. (click)
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We’ve also previously presented on how we produce our reports from a variety of data sources using a homegrown tool we call the Journal Collection Analysis database, or JCA db.



Prototyping Project Management Life Cycle (PMLC)

The Prototyping PMLC loops through brief planning, 
development, delivery, and feedback stages as often as 
necessary until the solution is “finished” – which is simply a 
decision to discontinue development, for whatever reason.

Wysocki, R. K. (2009). Effective project management: Traditional, agile, extreme. Indianapolis, IN: Wiley                     
Publishing, Inc.
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And we’ve talked about our development environment. We’re continually prototyping new features and functions based on the JCA db, which is really not so much a database, as it is a production-line comprised of several methods and a variety of technologies.



Sample result for AUTHOR Query
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One team-member recently gave a presentation to Code4Lib on one of our experimental projects, which was to build a prototype Cross Ref data harvester for the purpose of automating faculty publication and citation analysis.
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And last year, here at ER&L, we talked about how we developed standard reports for journal collection review and journal package analysis, including big deals,
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Last year, we also talked about how we used Tableau to make the data more legible, and how we applied both the standardized reports and visualizations to the Library’s practical problems of collection management.This year, Pat and Luwis will talk about how we’ve pursued data visualization even more, and why we have basically rejected Tableau, in order to realize the much greater potential of Python and Jupyter Notebook for automating data viz. But before they get started, I’ll talk a little bit more about our most recent development goals, and about our data, so that you can get a sense of the inputs available for visualization.



JCA Production Line & Development Goals

1. Data Processing – Preparing the data and creating the StandardTitle
i. MySQL
ii. MS Excel
iii. Open Refine (tested)

2. Data Matching & Validation
i. MS Excel
ii. MS Access

3. Report Production
i. MS Excel
ii. Tableau
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This slide is taken from a presentation we gave to NASIG almost 2 years ago. The point of the slide was to show the major phases of our JCA production line, and to mention the primary technologies we used at the time to perform the work.While we continue to use Microsoft Excel and Access for portions of our data processing and data matching work, our major goal has been to migrate the production-line to Python and Jupyter Notebook, as much as possible. If we migrate the production line to Python, we think it will be much easier to share our tools with other Libraries. In addition, Python is just plain better for this work. We started in Excel, etc. because it’s easy to kluge something together in Excel, but we want to do this work as efficiently as possible, and we want our results to be reproducible, so we’re moving to Python…



1. Data Processing – Preparing the data and creating the StandardTitle
i. Python, Jupyter Notebook
ii. MS Excel

2. Data Matching & Validation
i. MS Excel
ii. MS Access

3. Report Production
i. MS Excel
ii. Python, Jupyter Notebook

JCA Production Line & Development Goals
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So here, you can see that we’ve already migrated to Python within two phases of our production line. Of course, Pat and Luwis will be talking about how we use Python in the Report Production phase, but we’ve also migrated to Python for the first step in our data processing, which is to create a supplementary data match-point called the StandardTitle. I have high hopes we can continue migrating other portions of the production line.



1. Data Processing – Preparing the data and creating the StandardTitle
i. Python, Jupyter Notebook
ii. MS Excel

3. Report Production
i. MS Excel
ii. Python, Jupyter Notebook

2. Data Matching & Validation
i. MS Excel
ii. MS Access Journal ID 

(JID)

JCA Production Line & Development Goals
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We’ve also prototyped a Journal ID system, which we’ve applied across all of our data sources. The Journal ID, or JID, is still experimental, but it allows us to produce reports much, much more quickly than we could do in the past. Basically, the JID is just a homegrown unique identifier for journals. To apply the JID, we have slightly increased our data processing burden for each data source, but we pursue data processing throughout the year, during time-periods when there is less demand to do other work. In effect, the JID allows us to spread the cost of producing reports over the stretch of a year, so that the cost to produce any given report, at a given time, is much lower. Because of the JID, we can now produce Liaison Journal Collection Analysis reports, or LJCA reports, for all of our academic departments each year, rather than for selected departments only, not to mention our other reports. In a sense, the JID and our data viz automation project go hand in hand, because the two innovations together enable us to scale up report production enormously.



Data Category Current Version
CiteScore (from Scopus) 2015-2017
Click-Throughs (Alma) Development Only
Cost Data (from vendor journal lists + Alma) 2020
Demand Data (majors & hours) Development Only
ER Holdings (Alma) Run 1/21/2020
Faculty citations and publications (from Cross Ref) Prototype Only
Interlibrary Loans (Aleph) 2017
Interlibrary Loans (Alma & OCLC) Development Only
JR1 (article downloads in a year) 2018 (back to 2013)
JR2 (article turnaways) 2018 (back to 2013)
JR5 (article downloads in a year per publication year) 2018
Local Data (comments) Prototype Only
Print Ser Browses and Loans (Alma) 2019
Print Ser Holdings (Alma) 2019
Scimago (from Scopus) 2018
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The data sources we include in all of our reports will be familiar to all ER Librarians. I don’t think our implementation of these data sources is unusual, except the fact that we use all of these data sources for every report.A few of these data sources have so far only been used in a development context or in prototypes, but all are in the pipeline for future implementation or, at least, further testing.



Data Category Current Version
CiteScore (from Scopus) 2015-2017
Click-Throughs (Alma) Development Only
Cost Data (from vendor journal lists + Alma) 2020
Demand Data (majors & hours) Development Only
ER Holdings (Alma) Run 1/21/2020
Faculty citations and publications (from Cross Ref) Prototype Only
Interlibrary Loans (Aleph) 2017
Interlibrary Loans (Alma & OCLC) Development Only
JR1 (article downloads in a year) 2018 (back to 2013)
JR2 (article turnaways) 2018 (back to 2013)
JR5 (article downloads in a year per publication year) 2018
Local Data (comments) Prototype Only
Print Ser Browses and Loans (Alma) 2019
Print Ser Holdings (Alma) 2019
Scimago (from Scopus) 2018
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I’m personally most excited about integrating the demand data, which we can join to the other data at the subject level. We’ll be able calculate new variables, such as, say, usage per person in a major, or cost per usage per person in a major, to the extent a major equates to a subject.In general, the data sources list is always under revision. We recently migrated from Aleph and Serials Solutions to Alma, so that led to some new work and new opportunities, although of course the migration was a distraction from our collection analysis work, especially for me because I’m also Technical Services Coordinator for our Library.You’ll notice Link Resolver data is in development only. I have purposefully ignored Link resolver data in the past because I found the data to be invalid or problematic but I plan to start integrating that data soon.We don’t use ezproxy data at this time, but that’s for purely organizational reasons.



1. Liaison Journal Collection Analysis (LJCA) Report
• Supports Collection Outreach and Collection Evaluation
• One report for each department or program (ideally)

2. Scimago Master Blaster (SciMB) Report
• Supports Collection Outreach, Evaluation, and Assessment
• Matches the “universe” of journals to our collection
• Allows us to analyze collection strengths and gaps from a high-level vantage
• Allows us to ‘slice’ the data at the subject level, and retain an overall context

3. Collection Review (CR) Report
• Supports Collection Assessment
• Matches all journal and journal package subscriptions to all relevant data
• Allows us to see which subscriptions are actionable

4. Package Level Analysis Report (PLAR)
• Supports Collection Assessment
• Rolls up data from the CR Report, and adds extra package level variables
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Okay, so now I can finally talk about our standard reports. By standard, I mean reports that require no new development effort, which can be produced using at least a partially automated algorithm, like a factory line. New versions of these reports come out once or twice per year, at which points we update documentation, methods, tools, functions, and so on.The first three reports each include 130 or so data elements at this time, including a small number of calculated variables, which could be expanded based on research interest. We’ll glance at the data in a moment. The 4th report, which we call the PLAR, includes any data in the Collection Review Report, and adds package-level only data, such as our take on overlap analysis, which is more useful and more nuanced than what we’ve gotten from our commercial products.So far, we have automated data visualization production for only the LJCA and SciMB reports, but that’s because the CR and PLAR are both newer and have been less stable.



See recorded demonstration of SciMB

This slide is a placeholder for a 
‘live’ demonstration of the SciMB
report data, version AY2020, Fall.
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Power of 
Visualizations

• Journal Collection 
Evaluation and 
Support
• Data Driven 
Decisions
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The group was originally formed to better inform library liaison’s work with their departmentsPrimary output of the group Library Journal Collection Analysis (LJCA)Overall collection review happens because if the work with LJCAsBetter able to make Data Driven DecisionsConsider multiple metrics in order to make decisions.UsageCostImpact



MS Excel 
Visualizations
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- LJCA is created from 21 core MS Excel VisualizationsRanges from Top 30 Most Used JournalstoTotal Citable Articles/VendorAbove showing Percent of Journals with Current Access per Decile of Journal- These originally were manually created in MS ExcelUnsustainable practice if we want to do more…So we needed to explore other ways to create visuals



Hover
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Last year, when I joined the group, I looked at implementing Tableau to create visualsPowerful visualization tool,Eye catching imagesDynamic nature of the visualizations So for example, in the viz above, if I wanted to know more about that dark purple journal, I’d just have to hover over it to see the hidden info.And then if you have the program downloaded and a license (and Tableau does offer complimentary accounts for academics and researchers), this is a great way to dig into prepared visualizations.
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For example, this viz (Single Package Breakdown by Subjects, Journal Title, 2013-2017 Usage, and 2017 CiteScore) could be used to inform liaisons how to think about the effects of breaking a package.__________This is a breakdown of a single package by subject.Each row depicts a different subjectEach subject is further divided into journalsSize of journal:  2013-2017 usageShading: 2017 CiteScoreTableau is great and we like using it, however it’s not for us or our project.



Why we have rejected Tableau

•Not sharable
•Boutique Approach
•Not Scalable

(for the most part)
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Not sharableAt least, not easily sharable without significant cost or other resourcesBoutique ApproachTime and Labor intensiveNot ScalableWill remain a tool in the toolboxPrimarily to prototype viz to potentially automate



New Approach Needed

+ 21 Core Visualizations 
+ Powerful, Dynamic Features
+ Automation
= Python & Jupyter Notebook
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What our needs were:�21 core visualizationsOption to illustrate data in a powerful/dynamic vizAutomationAlthough Excel can do this work, we want to do this work as efficiently as possible, and we want our results to be reproducible, so we’re moving to Python…



LJCA

Journal Collection 
Analysis database 
application (JCA db)

Produces a variety of reports Liaison Journal Collection 
Analysis (LJCA) report.

130+ Data variables

21 Visualizations

Finished Reports

More than 70 subject area 
and report has to be 
developed for each subject 
area.
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The Collection Management Technology (CMT) team maintains the JCA db which is used to produce a variety of reports. One key standard report is the Liaison Journal Collection Analysis (LJCA) report, which includes more than 130  data variables and 21 visualizations. The LJCA report was designed to help academic faculty and program reviewers understand how the journal collection supports the curriculum of any given academic department. Data visualization included in the report can quickly provide meaningful insights, which helps on decision-making.  However, the 21 visualizations were manually implemented in Microsoft (MS) Excel. This was a tedious task because the library collection serves more than 70 subject areas and a report has to be developed for each subject area.



Design a prototype

Replace a previous version of manually implemented data 
visualizations

Jupyter Notebook is a web-based interactive computational 
environment.

The "Jupyter Implementation"(JI)
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So that's why we moved to automate those 21 visualizations. Our first step was to develop a prototype version of the standard LJCA report using Jupyter Notebook. With it, we could replace the previous version of manually implemented data visualizations. Why we choose Jupyter Notebook?  Jupyter Notebook is a web-based interactive computational environment.  It was designed to promote reproducible scientific research by providing an easily shared computational interface that mixes code, results, and text . Also, Jupyter Notebook was selected as the environment for development because it supports the achievement of the 3 major goals of automation, reproducibility, and user education. 



Benefit

The JI automates the production of data visualizations.

The JI enables reproducible results.

The JI functions as a teaching tool.
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 Automation, this program is intended to run with minimal manual intervention. It is designed so that any user can operate the program – needing to only input the path to the Excel data file.  In addition, the program is designed to handle variance in data set size.  In order to meet the second and third goals of this project, report reproducibility and user education, the Jupyter Notebook is designed in brief code segments, so that the user can operate the program and see how the code functions on the data as it is executed.  In order to ensure that the program functions accurately and consistently, the program’s results have been tested against the results returned by the earlier version of this product (in MS Excel). 



Some Jupyter Notebook Codes

Packages and Modules Importing Excel File
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Discussion

JI could create the initial 21 visualizations successfully.

Able to export all the visualizations and tables into an Excel file.

JI will eventually be shared with librarians across the country.
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As a result of our work, we can now create the initial 21 visualizations successfully and export all the visualizations and tables to an Excel file for easy shareability with the library and campus stakeholders. In fact, we have gone beyond the initial 21 visualization, and we now produce extra visualizations based on the work of Evan Rusch.Because increasing the efficiency of report production is important to all academic libraries – we foresee this being useable by other librarians in the future.



Report Accomplish three goals:
Automation

Reproducibility

User Education

Development of Additional Reports.

Finding some other powerful python libraries to create visualizations.

Guiding collection decisions for next calendar year.
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In addition to automating the final step of LJCA report production, we have set new goals. We have experimented with how to produce the full range of visualizations we found useful in Tableau and we are confident we can use Python for anything we used Tableau for. We have also experimented with additional applications of Jupyter Notebook. It might be possible to replace Excel as a final report format altogether. Jupyter Notebook can be shared through Google Colab, and some modules make it possible to create dynamic, interactive visualizations, such as Pixiedust.



Jupyter Notebook Demonstration
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Pixiedust
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Bringing it 
Back Together
•Portable AND Sharable
•Impact of automation
•Potential for further 
automation
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Portable results (Excel output with viz is smaller than just data).leads to Potential for sharable notebooks (take a viz created with something like Pixiedust, users could dig into viz themselves)Impact of Automation:Full collection review every yearInfinite LJCA reports/year (LJCAs for ALL)Max was a couple dozens/yearNow 2 full reports/dayConversation use to be at the subject level (LJCA by LJCA)Now we are able to consider collection at the college/dean levelPotential for further automationPython for the data processing



data.xlsx
Visualization demonstration
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Sharable http data visualizationhttps://plot.ly/~ravindu/1/
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